Registered office: Russia, 654007, g. Novokuznetsk, pr. Kuznetskstroevsky, d 23, office 3.
Mailing address: Russia, 236008, Kaliningrad, PO box 1626
Phone: 8-800-700-6848
Website: www.agbis.ru

SOFTWARE PROPOSAL
The Agbis software has a modular structure that allows you to use only the features you need. Please check out
below a brief description of the available modules and ways of using the software.

WAYS TO USE
Purchase gives an unlimited duration of using the software that includes all the necessary works for the
implementation the software and three months subsequent support. You'll get a fully customized product for you,
with your nomenclature and prices, with desired blank of treaty receipts, etc.
Rental (with ability to purchase) requires monthly payments. The product can be purchased at any time. In case
of buying rental software, the 50% of rent payment for the last year goes to the pay (reduces the purchase
price) and full support for the rental period are preserved (while in case of purchase you'll get only 3 months of
free support). Rental are beneficial for small businesses, and it can be a good way to start the automation.
Brief descriptions of the modules and additional services are below the tables.

WAYS TO USE

PRODUCTS

PURCHASE, RUB

Package (see in the descriptions below the table)

55 000

RENTAL, RUB/month
20 000 deposit (this amount
goes to pay for the rental modules)

SOFTWARE MODULES
Agbis Himchistka

16 000

1 900

Agbis Rabochee Mesto

11 500

1 200

7 000

700

18 500

2 000

Agbis Klient

5 000

600

Agbis Analitik

8 000

900

Agbis Courier

7 000

650

Agbis Mobilny Skaner

3 000

500

Call-center

7 000

700

Agbis Mini Rabochee Mesto
Agbis Rassylki (SMS, email, Viber)

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
1 000 (the first line, then 250
RUB for each additional line)

Telephony
Cloud storage of database

from 1 500

The mobile analysis

1 500

Client account on the dry-cleaning company’s website

2 000

Personal account API

2 000
5 000 (for 2000 transactions,
then 2 RUB per transaction)

Commercial API (recording transactions)
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Table continuation

Himchistka info

free

Mobile application Himchistka info

free

Branded mobile application

350 000

Agbis Chistoman

20 RUB per transaction (order)
TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS

Conveyor automation

60 000 (purchase only)

Conveyor automation with touch screen computer

80 000 (purchase only)

DESCRIPTION
Package includes all the necessary at the initial stage of work: the database preparation, write in catalogs,
remote installation and configuration of the system, documentation, modification the treaty form under the client
standard, and 3 months of free support. The package can be purchased only once with the purchased software.
Agbis Himchistka. The module is designed to work with documents (orders, delivery invoices, financial
documents, goods, etc.), reference books (price lists, customers, users, locations, etc.), reports (about orders,
services, customers, locations, employees). This universal module is used both in location offices and for whole
management. The software can work with a large list of various equipment in the location office: regular and
touch monitors, with or without photographing; with POS terminals, with receipt printer or without them.
Agbis Rabochee Mesto.The module is installed at workplaces in the workshop and is intended for registration
of work performed with things. It allows you to always know where the thing is currently located, what jobs it has
already passed, who did the work with it, etc. Due to this, the search for things is greatly simplified. In addition, it
is possible to monitor the current load of each workplace, monitor the activity of each employee or workplace,
automatically calculate the salaries of the staff of the shop on the basis of their work.
Agbis Mini Rabochee Mesto. The module is a more accessible and simple version of the Agbis Workplace
module, and is designed for installation on tablets under Windows operating system. It has the same basic
functions as Agbis Rabochee Mesto has: it allows you to know where the thing is at the moment, what jobs it
has already passed, who did the work with it, etc. The advantage of the module is the ability to install it on cheap
equipment and lower license costs. The comparative table of functions of the Mini Workplace and Workplace
modules can be found on the webpage of the product.
Agbis Rassylki (SMS, email, Viber). The module allows you to organize automatic and manual distribution of
SMS and emails to customers (for example SMS or email about customer order readiness; messages of
arbitrary content from the order document (a reminder to pick up the order). It helps to organize SMS or email
newsletters to customers based on various filters (the very cheap and effective kind of marketing). You need
only one this module to implement all functions described above.
Agbis Klient. The module is installed at reception on the tablet with screen turned to the client side. Module can
obtain the information about the quality of customer service at the reception, display the process of ordering,
inform customers about debts, deposits, bonuses and discounts, display the history of orders, report about
promo actions and conduct marketing survey. It can also get the client’s signature on the order. The interface of
the module can be customized for corporate identity (your logo, color scheme). All design work is included in the
purchase price and did not require additional payment.
Agbis Analitik. This is the special module for flexible analysis the information (using OLAP-technology flexible
reports). It allows to form the appearance of a report that is needed at the moment. The module is intended for
using by the company management. It provides complete freedom in the analysis of information.
Agbis Courier. This is the mobile application for automation of the work of courier.
Agbis Mobilny Skaner is the mobile application that allows you to scan the barcodes of order items while being
away from the computer and transmit information to the Agbis Himchistka. The application is installed on a
smartphone based on the Android operating system. Wi-Fi is used for data transfer. This module can be used at
the reception, for example, for the formation of transportation documents, when order items (clothes) are at a
great distance from the computer, and there is no possibility to use a wired scanner.
Call-center. The main task of the module is to improve the quality of communication with customers by
obtaining detailed information about the customer and his orders directly at the time of the call. The module is
integrated with a digital PBX or phone based on Android operating system and allows automatically find the
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client contact details and statistical information at time of the call. The “Call Plan” is provided for back call to
customers, and the “Drive Plan” is used to create tasks for couriers to receive and deliver orders to their homes.
Сloud storage of database is a service of putting the central database of the company in the cloud of AGBIS.
You'll ensure reliable and uninterrupted operation of the central database and, therefore, the entire network of
dry-cleaning offices.
The mobile analysis. The module is designed to be used by managers. It allows to analyze the key
performance indicators of the enterprise through a special application on mobile devices, iPad, iPhone,Android
devices, as well as in any place where there is internet browsing with a variety of reports available in the
program. This allows to always be in the know and have on hand the most recent and relevant data. Please
note the the monthly paying.
Client account on the dry-cleaning company’s website (for browser) is designed to enhance the possibilities
of client communication with dry cleaning company. A personal account is a section of the site where a client
can get acquainted with the status of his orders, evaluate the quality of work, write a complaint or a proposal, fill
out a questionnaire, read news, special offers and promotions, etc. We provide a free personal account layout in
a frame with a pre-installed design. This means that physically the page of such a personal account will be
located on our servers, but at the same time displayed on your site. If your personal account needs to be
implemented directly on your site and made so that it is designed according to the design of the site, such work
is paid separately.
Personal account API is the protocol by which the program communicates with the dry-cleaning company's site
that hosts the personal account. Through the API, you can customize the work of the personal account on your
site with any design, location of objects, add output information that is missing in the standard personal account.
Commercial API (recording transactions) is a client-side software that allows you to work with orders through
systems created by the company themselves (through their mobile and web applications, CRM, etc.). This API
allows you to create and modify orders, record payments, and carry out other similar operations with the
database. Unlike conventional software products that are licensed by the number of leased modules, the
commercial API is licensed by the number of write requests to the database. Monthly rent includes 2000
transactions. After exceeding this number, each next transaction is charged separately.
Himchistka info (www.himinfo.net) is a free big site about dry-cleaners companies. Anyone can find information
about the dry-cleaning companies of the cities, see addresses, phone numbers and hours of work, quickly see
the status of orders.
Mobile application Himchistka info. This is Himchistka Info and Client account in mobile devices.
Branded mobile application. More and more consumers prefer to order and pay for goods and services using
mobile devices. Today, the mobile application is one of the most effective retail sales tools. Using branded
mobile application, your client can: see their orders; place and pay for the orders (with bonuses, bank card,
deposits); call a courier; always have discount card with himself/herself; see data on deposits and bonuses;
have on hand a current price list for dry cleaning services; know about promotion actions of your company; find
the addresses of receiving points; call there; chat with you and much more. We are developing an application
both for iOS and Android. Creating a mobile application consists of two stages: design and programming. And it
takes from two months.
Agbis Chistoman is a mobile application for accepting and issuing items to customers by an unprepared
employee. The application can be used in any partner organizations where there is no specialist for inspecting
the product (clothes) at the reception (partner stores, clothing repairs, fitness clubs, etc.).
Conveyor automation is a hardware-software complex that allows you to organize communication of the Agbis
program with almost any conveyor and automate order picking, issuing, and simplifying the search for finished
orders. The purchase price includes the necessary software modules and equipment for the automation of one
conveyor with one post. Requires at least one Agbis Rabochee Mesto module.
Conveyor automation with touch screen computer implies the location a small computer with a touch screen
on the conveyor with possibility to remove and place things on the conveyor without acquiring Agbis Rabochee
Mesto.
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